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The general theory developed ir an earlier psper [1] k. applied t6 solve the problem of 
packing a region of n-dimensione: space with rectangular b icks. When both positive and 
negative bricks are allowed, acom;=~ete solution is obtained for regions of arbitrary shape, while 
for packings with positive bricks ,gnly, a solution is given for sufficiently arge rectangular boxes. 
Partial packings are also considered, and an asymptotic estimate is obtained for the wasted 
volume in the most efficient packing of a large box with a given set of bricks. 
In [1] it was shown how a polynomial in n variables could~ be associated to an 
arbitrary shape composed o{ unit cells in R", so as to provide information about 
the packing of one shape s ~:~ others. In tb;~f paper we ex~anine the polynomials 
~nd related algebraic varu ,  i~fined in [1] in :he partJculo~' case when the shapes 
are bricks, i.e. rectangul,, 7z.~allelepipeds with edge,", o.~ integral eng!~, p~allel to 
the co-ordinate axes. This will lead to several new results ca brick ?ack~ag. 
Whereas the packings considered in [1] wet= of a generalised type, with each 
cell being assigned a complex 'weight', we shad now place particular emphasis on 
true packings (all weights equal to 1) and on integer packings, where we may use, 
both 'positive' and 'negative' copies of the bricks, superimposed to give a shape 
with integer cell weights. For strict definitieas of the various Wpes of packings, ~.:ee, 
!1]. 
1. Brick polynomials and the brick ~arie~ 
The shape a determined by the set o ~ ~ ~lls 
{(rl, r2 , . . . , r , ) lO~r i<a~for  ~, ."~. :1} (1.1) 
all of weight 1, will normally be refer.~d to a~ ~n a: y -~2 x .  •. ;'. am brick, unless, we 
are trying to pack it with other bricks, whe ~ we may ase the w,~rd 'box' i~ ~ e:~d of 
'brick'. We may ragard a as being a re~.tar~ular block in ~" wi~b =~.egral 
edge-lengths a~, .. ~, a~. Note that according to the defir}itions given it~ '~2], bricks 
may be translated, but not rotated. If eve wish to consider packk~s in which 
rotation of a brick a is allowed, then we must include in the original set aU ~t~ 
bricks obtained from a by permutip~ a~, a2,. •. ,  am. These are called the cc.,.,,;~ 
gates ~f a. 
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~f ~ is positioned in R" with opposite corners at (0,0 . . . . .  0) and 
(a~, a2 . . . . .  a,) ,  so that it is represented by the set of cells (1.1), then its 
associated polynomial is 
:.(x~ . . . . .  x . )= Y~ x':x'~.., x;~ 
=( l+x l+"  " '+x~ '-1) 
x ( l+x2+'"  "+x~' - l )  " ' "  ( l+x~,+' "+x,  *'-~) 
= (x~,-  1)(x~,-  l ) . . .  (x~o- 1) (1.2) 
(x l -  1)(x2- 1 ) . .  • (x, -- 1) 
The polynomial 
f.(t) = r'I t~'- 1 
i~i t-I 
" ~;'~;~cd 0y setting x~ = x2 . . . . .  x. = t is called the reduced polynomial of a. 
Clearly two bricks are conjugate if and only if they have the same reduced 
polynomial. 
Now h't S = {a. a2 ..... ak} be a finite set of bricks. Then to characterise the 
brick "variety V associated with S, we shall need the concept of a divisor. 
Definition 1.1. A di~,~.9r, 8, is an ordered n-tuple (e:, e2 . . . . .  e,) where each e~ is 
either an integer >~. or 'the symbol o0. 
If 8 '=(e '~,e~, , .  e ' , )  is another 0ivisor, we say 8 divides 8' if 
e~ ! e ' ,  e~l e~ . . . . .  e, } e', where the following conventions are adopted regarding 
oc ] "~, a !~, oe ~ a for any finite a. 
Definition 1.1. Let a be ,~n a~ >.' a2 ×" • "x a,  brick, and let 8 = (et, e2 . . . . .  e,) be a 
divisor. We say that 8 respects a if e,I a~ for at least one value of i. 
Now let P = (~1, ~'2 . . . . .  /:.) be a point of C". We shall associate with P a divisor 
8(P) = (e .  e2 . . . . .  e.) defined as follows: 
If ~j is a primitive uth root of unity with u > 1, set e~ = u. 
If ~ = 1, or is not a root of unity, set e~ =~.  
Lemma 1.3. The brick variety V is the set of points in C" whose divisors respect all 
the bricks in S. 
Proof. The brick polynomial fo (x~, . . . ,  xn) given by (1.2) vanishes at P= 
(~j . . . . .  ~,) if and only if for some i, ~ is a root of (x °' - 1)/(x - 1) = 0, i.e. if and 
only if ¢~ is a root of unity :fi 1, with order dividing a~. Hence,  all brick polynomials 
vanish at P if and only if 8(P) respects all the bricks. 
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Wemay describe V mor~eoncretety~as follows: If ~ ~¢:~,pect,~ all thebricks, then 
so does any divisor:which divides 8. ,Let us  ca!!: ~ maximal  if, it respects all the 
bricks, but ceases to do so if any of its finite components i  replaced by % or by a 
proper multiple of itself. Then any~divisor' which respects all the bricks must  
divideamaxivaal one, Furthermore, there areonly firdtelymany maximal,divisors, 
for if 8 = (e~,. . . ,  e.) is maximal, then each finite e~ must divide an edge of at least 
one brick (otherwise it could.be replaced~by:oo): This restricts the e~ to a finite ~t .  
Now let 8 be  maximal, and suppose it has exactly d infinite components, ay 
= (el,. •.,  e._d, ~ , . . . ,  oo). Then there are only finitely many ways to choose 
roots of uni ty  ~,  ~2, ~ . . . .  ~.-a with orders dividing e~, e2, . . . .  e._~, and for each 
choice we: have a d-dimensional hyperplane given by  
• x t=L;  ~x~=~,, . .~ ,  X~-a=~,-d. 
(The term 'hyperplane' is used here to mean a translate of any subspace of C", not 
necessarily of codn-aension 1.) The union o f  these hyperplanes i the set of all 
points whose divisors divide & It follows that :V is annion o f  finitely many 
hyperplanes pa~'~ltel to the c0-ordinate axes, corresponding to the maximal 
divisors. These are. the irreducible components o f  V in the sense of algebraic 
geometry, and di,:r~ V is the dimension of the largest of them. Hence we have: 
Lemma 1.4. The variety dimension d dim V is the largest number of infinite 
components i~ any' divisor which respects all the bricks. 
We illustrate '~b~e results with some examples. 
Example 1.4.1. L,~ $ be a complete set of bricks. Then by Theorem 3.9 of [1], V 
is empty and the~. are no divisors which respect all the bricks. 
Example 1.4.2. Let S be a semi-complete s t. Then dim V = 0, and the divisors 
which respect all the bricks have no infinite components. V itself is a finite set of 
points. 
Example 1.4..~..~:.t S consist of the six conjugates of a 1 x 2 x 4 brick in R 3. The 
maximal divi.,:ors are then (2, 2, ~), (2, no, 2), (% 2, 2)and (4, 4, 4). The variety 
dimension is 1, and V consists o f  the three lines x=y =-1 ,  x = z =-1 ,  and 
y=z=-1 ,  together with the 20  isolated points (--1, ±i, +i), (±i,-1,±i), ,  
(±i, ±i, -1)  and (±i, +i, ±i) where i = d-k'~. 
2. The fundamental theorem 
Let m be a p~sitive integer, and ~ be a divisor. We shall say that 8 is 
m-canonical (or just canonical if the reference to m is clear) if every finite 
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component of 8 is a prime-power which dMdes m. With this definition we can 
now state the following fundamental theorem on brick packing: 
Theorem 2.1. Let S be a finite set of bl~cks, and let A be a box. Let m be the least 
common multiple of al~ the edge lengths of all the bricks in S. Then ~he following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(1) A can be packed with bricks from S using complex multipliers. 
(2) A can be packed with bricks from S using integer multipliers. 
(3) Every divisor which respects all bricks in S also respects A. 
(4) Every m-canonical divisor which respects all bricks in S also n,spects A. 
Fu~,thermore, there is a real constant K, depending only on S, such that if the shortest 
edge of A is >~K, and conditions (1) to (4) hold, then there is a true packing of A 
with bricks from S, with a~ll multipliers equal to 1. 
ProoL The implications (2):0(1) and (3)~(4)  are trivial. To show that (1):0(3), 
we use the general necessary condition for packability given in [1], namely that if 
At is packable with bricks from S, then f,t(x~ . . . . .  x,) must vanish at every point 
of V. We shall refer to this a,; the 'variety conditionL 
Assume (1) and let ~5 be a divi,sor which respects all bricks in S. Choose a point 
P so that ~ = 8(P). Then P~ V by Lemma 1.3, and hence fa(Xl . . . . .  x,) vanishes 
at P. Thus 8(P) respects A. 
It remains to show that (4)=,'>(2). This will be done in two stages. First we show 
that any box satisfying (4) may be subdivided into boxes of a special type, called 
canonical boxes, which will also satisfy (4). Then we will show that every 
canonical box satisfying (4) is packable. For this we need two definitions: 
Definition 2.2. A box A is canonical if every edge length is of the form m/p ~ for 
some prime number p, and some non-negative integer a. 
Definition 2.3. If A is an A~ x A 2 ×. • • X A .  box, the reduced component of A, 
denoted Ar¢a, is a dl × d2 x" • • x d, box, where d~ = (Ai, m). 
Every box is a 'multiple' of its reduced component in the obvious sense, and it 
is clear that an m-canonical divisor 8 will respect A if and only if it respects .4 'ca. 
Hence condition (4) holds for any box A if and only if it holds for A tea. 
Now factorise m as m=qlq2. . .q~ where each ql is a prime power, and 
(q,, qi) = 1 for i¢ j. 
Then the integers m/q~, m/q~,. . . ,  mlG have greatest common divisor 1, and 
hence we can find integers h,r, i---1, 2 . . . .  n, j=  1, 2 . . . .  , s, such that 
m m .+m A.~ 
- -h i l+- -h i2+'"  his = for i=1 ,2  . . . . .  n. (2.1) 
ql q~ q~ a., 
Now sprit the edge A~ into s segments of lengths (m/qi)h~id.;, j = 1.2 . . . . .  s. This 
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partitions A into s" sub-boxes, each of which ie, a multiple of A ted, and thus 
inherits the property (4). (Some of these sub-boxes will have cell-weights -1  if 
any of the hi1 are negative.) Let B be one of these sub-boxes. Then since each 
edge of B is divisible by mdq for some prime power q, it is dear  that B '~  i~ 
canonical, and also inherits the property (4). But B is a multiple of B r'a, so we 
have achie,,ed the required packing of At with canonical boxes satisfying (4). 
Now suppose that A is a canonical box which satisfies (4). Then we must show 
that ,4 can be packed with bricks from $. In fact we shall show more than 
this--namely that A is actually a multiple of one of the bricks in S. 
Let A~ = rn/p~', (p~ prime, a~ ;-" 0) and suppose that p~',+o, is the exact power of p, 
which divides m. "/'hus A~ is d~xisible by p~, but not by p~,+~. 
Let 8 = (et, er . . . . .  e,) where 
s-~., if a i>O,  
e.=: p~ • 
' t ~ if ai = 0. 
Then /5 is clearly an m-canonical divisor, and by its construction it does not 
respect A. Hencc from (4) we conclude that S contains an at × a2 ×" - • x a ,  brick 
a which $ does not respect. Now if a~ = 0, then A~ = m, and so a~ I P'~ by definition 
of m. If a~ > ~ then p~,+~ a~, so that a~ is divisible by p~ with exponent at most ~. 
But p,p+t~, i r~t a~d so p~', must divide n0'a~. Hence A.,laj = m!p'pa~ is an integer, 
and a,l A~ for each i. This completes the proof that (4)::> (2). 
As regards d~,c final statement of Theorem 2.1, we simply note that if A~ is 
sufficiently large, then all the integers hij in (2.1) may be chosen non-negative, so 
that .4, is split into boxes with positive edge lengths, and ail cell weights may be 
taken as +t .  
Corollary 2.4. Let S be a finite set of bricks. Then there is another finite set of 
bricks, S' with the following property: 
A box .4 is packable with bricks from S if and only if A is a multiple of a brick in 
S F .
Proof° Take S' to be the set of reduced components of all boxes packabl~ with 
bricks from S. 
The result of Corollary 2.4 had previously been proved in a different way by 
Klarner. 
3. Appl icat ious- - -se l f -conjug2te s ts 
In most practical packing problems it is permissible to rotate the brick~, Hence 
it is useful to have a criterion for deciding when a divisor 8 respects all conjugates 
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of a brick a. This is supplied by: : , 
Lemma 3.1. Let 8 = (et . . . . .  e,) be a divisor, and let a be an al x .  • x an brick. 
Then ¢. ~spects all conjugates of a if and only if there exists an integer u such,that 
the number of ef dividing u, plus the number of a~ divisible by u exceeds n. 
Proof. Suppose the integer u exists. Then the set of ie{1, 2 , . . . ,  n} for which 
e~ I u, and the set of i e {1, 2 . . . . .  n} for which u t a~ have total eardinality greater 
than n. Hence they must intersect, and we have e~ I u I a~ for some i no matter 
how the a~ are permuted. 
The converse is an easy application of Hall's Theorem. Suppose that no integer 
u satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.1, and consider the subsets E~, . . . ,  E ,  of 
{1,2 . . . . .  n} defined by E~ = {j: e~ )~ a~}. We show that the union of any k of these 
sets contain~ at least k elements. Consider for example E= Et U E2U""  U Ek, 
l~k<<-n. If any of el, e~., . . . .  ek is o% then E={1,2 , . . . ,n}  and so has n 
elements. If et, e2 . . . .  , ek are all finite, let u be their least common multiple. By 
hypothesis the number of aj divisible by u is at most n -k .  Hence there are at 
least, k of the aj which are not div;isible by u, and therefore not divisible by at 
leas~ one of et, e2 . . . . .  ek. Thus IEI ~> k as required. 
Hall's Theorem now implies that E~, E2 , . . . ,  E,  have a system of distinct 
representatives lr(1), Ir(2) . . . . .  ~'(n), where zr is a permutation of {1, 2 . . . . .  n}. 
But this means that e~ does not divide a,,,) for i=  1 ,2 , . . . ,  n. We have found a 
conjugate of a which 8 does not respect. 
In the special case when S is a self-conjugate set, i.e. S contains all conjugates 
of each of its members, Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 2.1 may be combined to give a 
criterion for packability independent of the concept of a divisor. Tiffs criterion 
was first proved by Katona and Szasz and is given in their paper [2]. Xf S consists 
of the conjugates of just one brick, the result takes on a particularly simple and 
elegant form which we now derive. 
Theorem 3.2 (Katona-Szasz). An A; x Azx . . .  x A ,  box At may be packed with 
(positive and negative) conjugates o[ an al x a 2 x .  • . x a, brick a if" and only if", for 
each integer u, the number o[ a~ divisible by u does not exceed the number of. A~ 
divisible by u. 
Proof, Suppose At is packable with conjugates of a. Then all conjugates of A are 
also packable. Let the integer u divide exactly r of the a~. Let ~= 
(oc . . . . .  ~, u . . . .  , u) where r -1  of the components are co and n - - r+ 1 compo- 
nents are equal to u. By Lemma 3.1, 8 respects all conjugates of a, and therefore 
by Theorem 2.1, ~S respects all conjugates of A. If we arrange the A~ so that the 
multiples of u appear first, followed by non-multiples of u, we see: that at least r 
of the A, must be divisible by u. 
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" Now ~suppose that for,every u, the, number Of a~' divisible by u does not exeee~ 
the number of Ai divisible by u. Let 8~ (e~;~:;!.:, e~)~be a divis0r which respects~all 
conjugates of a. By Lemma 3.1 there is an integer u such tha~ r of the e~ divide u, 
and :U divides:s'of the ~ at, where r ÷~S >~n~ Thenby :hypothesis', h di¢ides t of ~the A~ 
where t ~>s, and hetice: r+t > n. By Lemma'.3.t again we conclude that ~ respects 
all conjugates' of~A~ so;tha t A:is packable. ' . . . .  : 
Since conjugate bricks have the same reduced polynomial, it is natural tO expect 
this object to play :an important r01e in packings ~th  ~self,conjugate s ts: This is 
indeed the case. For if an arbitrary shape A is packablewith :conjugates of a shape 
a, then the shape polynomial fA (Xt , . . . ,  X,) is a linear combination of the 
conjugates :of the shape polynomial £(xl, . . . '  JCn). On Setting x~ ~-- x2 . . . . .  x, := 
t, we see tha~ the reduced poiyn6mial f,(t)divides :f,t(t), thus givin~g a :necessary 
condition for pac~,',abiiity. This is: often useful, as the arithmetical structure of C[t] 
is much simpler than that of C[X~,. . ,  x~]. HoweVcr~ a iot of information is lost 
on setting xl = x~ = : . .=  X" =~t, so t, hat one would ilot expect he above condition 
to oe sutfic~ent. In fact it is easily seen that the two shapes 
have the same reduced polynomial, but the second cannot, be packed with 
conjugates of the first. In spite of this, if A and a are both bricks it turns o~t that 
thereduced pe~/nomial condition.is ufficient, i.e.. we have: 
Theorem 3.3. A box A can be integrally packed with conjugates of a brick ~ if and 
only if f.(t) divides fA(t) . . . . . . .  
Proof. If a is a~ x .... × a~, :then f,(t)= ~7.1 (t ~,- 1)/(t,,1). If u > 1, and ( is a 
primitive uth r.=.ot of unity~ then the multiplicity of the factor (t -~) in f,(t) is 
equal to the ~umber of a~ divisible by u, Hence Theorem ~,..." a is precisely 
equivalent to Theorem 3.2 of Katona and Szasz, 
We Shall now use reduced polynomials to .prove an interesting uniqueness 
theorem. We define the lowest comer of a brick a to bethe corner for which each 
co-ordinate is minimal. The formulae given in 1.1 for the polynomial and reduced 
polynomial of a were based on the assumption that the lowest corner of m was at 
the origin. If a is translated byan integer vector (r~,..., r,), ;/s lowest corner .is 
moved to the point (r~ . . . .  , r,), its polynomial is multiplied by x'~,x~. •• x',., and 
its reduced polynomial ,is multiplied by t '~+'~'''+~-. ' :, 
Theo~rem 3.4. Let h be a box with lowest comer at the origin, and suppose that A 
is packed with conjugates o f  a brick a (in the generalised sense). Let nk denote the, 
sum of the weights of all bricks in the packing which have their lowest corner on the 
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hyperplane x~ + x2+" • • + x~ = k. Then the numbers no, n~, n2,. • • depend only on A 
and a, and are independent of the packing. 
Proof. Let fA(t), fo(t) be the reduced polynomials of A and n when positioned 
with lowest corner at the origin. Then a conjugate of a with lowest corner at 
( r l , . . . ,  r,), when multiplied by w, will have reduced polynomial wt',*'"+'.f,,(t), 
and the sum of all these polynomials is fA(t). The bricks having lowest corner on 
the hyperplane x~ +. . .+x ,  = k therefore contribute a total of nktkf,(t) tO the 
sum. Hence n~ is the coefficient of t k in the polynomial fA(t)/f,(t) and is therefore 
independent of the packing. 
As an example, consider a true packing of an 18x 18 square with 2x3  and 
3 × 2 rectangles. Then n14, for example, is just the number of bricks with lowest 
corner on the diagonal line x+y=14.  Since the coefficient of t 14 in 
(t l s -  1)2/(t 2 -  1)(t ~-  l) is 3, there must be precisely three such bricks no matter 
which packing we choose, in general, when A is packable with positive and 
negative conjugates of a, we call sometimes prove the impossibility of a true 
packing by calcu!ating f,~(t)/f,(t). Clearly no true packing can exist unless all its 
coefficients are non-negative. 
4. Partial packings 
We now investigate what happens when a box A is not packable with a given 
set of bricks. One can then ask for a partial true packing of A which minimises the 
wasted volume, in other words we wish to place non-overlapping bricks from S 
(all of weight l) inside A in such a way that the number of cells not covered by 
the bricks is as sm~ll as possible. Typical of such problems is the following [3, 4]: 
How many 1 x 2 x 4 bricks can be placed inside an n x n x n cube for n odd, if 
rotations are allowed? 
It has been shown by R. Ammann and the author that the answer in this case is 
~(n ~- n) if n =- :t: 1 (rood 16) and ~(n ~ - n ) -  1 otherwise (except for n = 3), but the 
problem is already quite diffficult--in fact the placing of 41 such bricks in a 7-cube 
(a problem posed by T.H. Foregger) makes an excellent puzzle. The correspond- 
ing problem for an arbitrary box A arid arbitrary set of bricks is extremely difficult 
and still unsolved, although some significant results have been obtained by 
Brualdi and Foregger [5]. Here we shall determine the asymptotic behaviour of 
the w-.sted volume as the length of the box tends tc~ infinity. 
Theorem 4.1. Let S be a finite set of bricks. Then there exist constants K and M 
such that every box A with shortest edge >~K has a partial true packing with bricks 
from S in which the empty volume is ~ Ml a, where l is the longest edge of the box 
and d is the variety dimension. Furthermore, d is the smallest real number/or which 
this result holds. 
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Proof. Define m and K as Jn Theorem 2.1, and suppose that A is AlxA2x .  • • x 
An where rain As >/K. Then we may write As = mqi + re where K ~ r~ < K + m and 
q~ >t 0. Split the edge Ai into two pieces of lengths mq~ and r~. This divides A into 
2" sub-boxes. Let B be one of them, of size BI x B2 x .  • • x B,, where each/3; is 
either equal to mq~ or to ri. We consider two cases. 
Case I. B has more than d edges of type mqt. 
We show th:t  B has a true packing with bricks from $. Let 8 = (ei, . . . .  e,) be 
an m-canonical divisor which respects all the bricks. Then by Lemma 1.4, 8 has at 
most d infiI~ite components. Thus, {ile, <o0} has cardinality at least n -d .  But 
{i [ m divides B~} has cardinality at least d + 1, so these two sets must intersect, 
and by definition of m, e~ [ Be for some i. Hence 8 respects B. Then by Theorem 
2.1, and the fact that min Be >/K, we conclude that a true packing of B exists. 
Case  2. B has ~<d edges of type mq~. 
In this case tb,'. remaining edges are of type ri, and are therefore <K+ m. Also, 
mq~ <~ As ~ l anti hence vol(B)~ (K + m )"l a. The total volume of all the sub-boxes 
in Case 2 ~s therefore at most 2" (K+ m)"l a, so that Theorem 4.1 holds with 
M= 2"(K + m)". 
We must n¢~,, show that the wasted volume cannot have an upper bound of the 
form M/a' wil~: d'<d. Take A to be an l x lx . . . x l  cube, with I a large prime 
exceeding m. It will be shown that the wasted volume is at least I a. 
By Lemwa to4 there is a divisor 8, with d infinite components, which respects 
all bricks ';n S. Without loss of generality, we may suppose 8= 
(oo . . . . .  0% ea+~ . . . .  , e,) where ed+~ . . . .  , e, divide m. Let A be partially packed 
with bricks~ a~ad split the edges A1 , . . . ,  Aa into l unit segments. This partitions A 
into I a 'slabs ~ofs ize lx lx . - .× lx l× ' . ' xL  Each a~x. . .xa~ brick a in the 
packing is correspondingly partitioned into slabs of size 1 x 1 x .  • • x 1 x aa.~ x 
• • • x an. New gince 8 respects a, and its first d components are infinite, it follows 
that the (n-  d)-dimensional divisor (ea+j . . . .  , en) respects the aa+lx - . .xa ,  
'face' of a. 8~t it doe,i not respect the (n-d)-dimensional  Ix  I x .  • • x I cube. 
Hence by Theorem 2.1, the 1 × I x.  • • x 1 x I x . .  • x I slabs cannot be completely 
packed w~th .~he I x 1 ×. • • x 1 x a~+~ x.  o. x a, slices of bricks. Each slab must 
therefore contain at least one en~pty cell, so the total number of empty cells is at 
least I a. This completes the prooL 
As a special case of Theorem 4. ~ we note that the wasted volume is absolutely 
bounded if and only if d = 0, i.e. if and only if S is a semi-complete s t. 
5.  Pack ing  an  arb i t ra ry  shape  w i th  br i cks  
It is sometimes useful to have a criterion for deciding when an arbitrary shape 
can be packed with bricks from a set S. In fact non-trivial results on partial 
packing problems may often be obtained in this way--by asking for the smallest 
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number of cells which must be removed from a box so as to leave a shape which is 
packable with the bricks. For a shape to be packable, of tourS% it is necessary 
that it should satisfy the variety condition (Lemma 3.8 of [1]), that is its 
polynomial should vanish at every point of the brick variety V. Furthermore, since 
we have via Lemma 1.3 a concrete description of V as a finite union of 
hyperplanes, this condition is both practical and efficient o use. Asan  example, 
consider the packing of a shape in R 3 wi'~h conjugates of a 1 x 2 x 4 brick. In view 
of Example 1.4.3 no packing can exist unless its shape polynomial f(x, y, z) 
satisfies f(x, - 1, - 1) = f ( -  1, y, -. 1) = f ( -  1: - 1, z) = 0 for all x, y, z, and f(X, y, z) = 
0 for x, y, z e {- 1, i, -i}. Thi:s leads to a proof that an n x n x n cube with n holes 
cannot oe packed with conjugates of a 1 x2x4  brick unless n-=~+l (mod 16). 
Whe, considering the converse problem of showing that an n-cube with n holes 
is packable if n ~ +1 (raod 16), we see that the variety condition suffers from two 
disadvantages. Firstly, it will be a sufficient condition for packability only if :re 
know that the set of bricks is radical. Secondly, even if S is radical, it will only 
guarantee a generalised packing, whereas we are usuaUy interested in true 
packings, or at least in integer packings. Thus we are led to investigate the 
following two questions;: 
(1) Is the variety condition acttmlly sufficient for packability, i.e. is every set of 
bricks radical? 
(2) If a shape has ir~teger ceil weights., and is packable with bricks from S in the 
generalised sense, is there actually an integer packing, i.e. using only positive and 
negative bricks? (This amounts to askiag whether the ~nteger packing index of a 
set of bricks is always equal to ~.) 
Our final theorem will answer both these questions in the affirmative, thus 
settling completely the problem of packing an arbitrary region with positive and 
negative bricks. Unfortunately, ~his does not help in proving the existence of a 
true packing when appropriate. At present here seems to be no better way to do 
th2s than by simply producing one. For the case of 1 ×2x4 bricks in a 15-cube, 
the variel:y conditio:n enables one to calculate where the 15 holes must go, but 
does not help in the !!ormidable task of fitting 420 bricks around them. This task 
was accomplished by R. Ammann who also generalised his packing to cover all 
n-=-±l (~lnod 16). A,; far as I am aware, this has not been published. Some 
remarks and conjectures on true packings of arbitrary regions will be made in 
Secti~r~ 6. 
llaeorem 5.1. Let S be a finite set of bricks. Then a shape A is packable with bricks 
from S i: and only if its shape poly!~omial fA(Xl , . . . ,  X,) vanishes on the brick 
variety V. Furthermore, if A has integer cell weights, zhen there is a packing'with 
integer multipliers. 
The fi~rst part of Theorem 5.1 may be proved by a simple argument involving 
polynomials in C[xl . . . . . .  x,]. However we snail work in R[x, . . . . .  x,] for '.some 
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suitable subring R of (;.,This makes the proof harder, as we have to take some 
trouble to avoid going outside/~, bu! its virtue lies in the fact that we can deduce 
the second part of the theorem at tl~e same time. As usual we let m dera)te the 
least common multiple of all the edge lengths of all the bricks in $. If a is an 
a~xa2x. . .xa , ,  brick belonging lo  S, its polynomial may be written as 
f t (xOfz (x2)" ,  f,(x~) where ~(x~) = (x~,- 1)l(x~ - 1). All roots of A(x~) therefore lie 
in the ring Z[to] where to is a primiti~ e ruth root of unity. In what follows all roots 
of unity considered wil lbe powe~rs of to. Two elements a, 13 ¢ Z[to'] are associates if
a = e/3 where ~ is a unit of 2~[t~,], irl which case we shall write a~/~.  
Lemma 5.2. 1,et a, bE7/, (a, b)= d. Let ~'eT:[to] be a primitive ath mot of unity. 
Then (~b _ 1)/(g'- 1) and (!; a - 1)/(~- 1) are associates. In particular, if (a, b) = 1, 
then (~-1) / ( ! :  -1) is a unit. 
Proof. Since ti ! ~, we have (~a -- 1) (~b -- 1) in 71Ire]. But d = bu - av for suitable 
positive integers a, v, and so (~ ' -1 )1(~ b~- 1)= ( (d_  1). Hence (~.b_ i )~(~a_  1) 
and the ler~?,,'aa is proved. 
Our proof of 'Theorem 5.1 will b,e based cn the following general result which 
we state as s 1.~..~x~ma: 
Lemma 5.3. Le: R be a subring ot C containing 7:[o] where to is a primitive ruth 
root o/unity. Le :~ I be the ideal of Rix~ . . . . .  x~] generated by the polynomials of all 
the bricks in ~, and let f(xl . . . . .  x, )~R[X l  . . . . .  x~] be a polynomial which 
vanishes at eve:y point of the brick variety V. Then f(x~ . . . . .  x,) ~ L 
Proof. The proof is by induction on n, so we first settle the case n = 1. Let 
l~, 12,.. . ,  ~ be the lengths of the :~ricks in S, and let l be their greatest common 
divisor. Then all the brick polynon'tials (x~, - 1)/(x - 1) are divisible by (x I - 1)/(x - 
1). Also, the bricks will pack a brick of length l with integer multipliers, and 
therefore (x ~ .-- 1)/(x- 1) is a linear combination of the polynomials (x I, - l ) / (x -  1) 
in 7/[x]G R[x]. Thus I is the prin,!cpal ideal of R[x] generated by 
xZ-1 
x -----f = (x  - ¢ ) (x  - ~)  .... (x  - ¢'-') 
where ~ is a primitive lth root of unity, and V is the set {~, ~2 . . . . .  ~H}. Now if 
f(~') = 0 we may write f(x) = (x -  ~)f~(x), where f l (x)¢ R[x]. Substituting x = 4 2 
shows that /l(X) = (x - ~'2'i.G(x), etc. and ultimately f(x) = 
(x -  ~) (x -  ~2) . . .  (x -  ~H)/t_l(x ) so that [(x) ~ L 
We now suppose that Lemma :..3 is true in n - 1 dimensions, and prove it for n. 
Each brick aeS has a polynomial f . (xOf2(x2) ' " f~(x , )  where /~(x~)-- 
(x~,-1)/(x~-1). Thus, although it is not indicated by the notation, it is to be 
understood that each factor ~(x~i depends on the brick a in question. By the 'face 
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polynomial' of a we shall mean the polynomial f2(x2)f3(xs)"" f,,(x,,) of the 
(n - 1)-dimensional a :x  asx .  • • x an face of a. 
Let f(xl . . . . .  x,) ~. R[xt . . . . .  x~] be a polynomial which vanish~'s at every point 
of V. Our aim will be to represent f in the form 
f(xl  . . . . .  x,,) = g(xt . . . . .  x.) + L(x l )h(x  I . . . . .  xn) (5.1) 
where g(xl . . . . .  xn)~ L h(xl . . . . .  x.)~ R[xl  . . . . .  x~]: and L(xl)  is the least com- 
mon multiple of the polynomials f l(xl) taken over all bricks in S. To achieve (5.1) 
we consider epresentations of f of the form 
f(xl  . . . . .  xn) ~-: g(xl . . . . .  x.) + (xl - ~'l)(xl - ~'2) "" " (xl - ~k)h(xl . . . . .  x.) 
(5.2) 
with ~:(xl . . . . .  x . )~ L h(g~ . . . . .  x,,)~ R[xl  . . . . .  x.] and p ={£1, ~2 . . . . .  £k} a sub- 
sct (:)f the roots of L(x~). There is at least one such representation, obtained by 
taking p as the empty set, g=0,  and h(x~ . . . . .  x . )=f (x l  . . . .  , x.), and we now 
introduce a partia~ ordering on the subsets of the roots of L(x~) which will allow 
us to ' improve' the subset p in (5.2) until (5.1) is attained. 
Define the rank of an integer a > 1 to be the number of prime factors of a, 
counted according to multiplicity° Thus, rank(p) = 1, rank(p z) = rank(pq)--: 2, etc. 
where p and q are primes. If ~ is a primitive ath root of unity, define rank(~)= 
rank(a). If p, p' are subsets of the roots of L(x), let r~, r~ be the number of 
elements of rank i in #, p' respectively. Let i be the largest integer for which 
r~,~ r~. Then we define p >, p' if r~ > r~. If r~ = r~ for all i, then p and p' are not 
compzrable. We now have a partial ordering on subsets of the roots of L(x) which 
may be roughly described by say,~ng that an element of rank i is worth more than 
any number of elements of lower rank. Clearly the set of all roots of L(x) is 
maximal in this ordering. 
Now take a representation of f(x~ . . . .  , x.) in the form (5.2) with a subset p 
which is as large as possible in our ordering. Suppose p does not contain all roots 
of L(x). Let the primitive ath root of unity ~ be a root of L(x) of lowest possible 
rank r, not belonging to p. Then p contains all roots of L(x) of rank <r. Let them 
be ~t,~2 . . . . .  ~,, so that ~,+l . . . . .  srk all have rank ~>r. We intend to keep 
~1 . . . . .  ~k and to trade in fit . . . . .  .~ in exchange for ~. 
Let S' be the set of all bricks in S for which f l(~)~ 0, i.e. for which the first 
edge is not divisible by a. If S' is empty, then V contains the hyperplane x~ = ~" 
and hence from (5,2) and our hypothesis on f, we have h(~',x2 . . . . .  x~)=0 
identically and thus h(x~ . . . . .  x,) is divisible by (xz-  ~) in R[x~ . . . . .  x~] and we 
are (tone. 
If S' is not empty, let (132 . . . .  ,/3.) be a point in C "-1 at which all the face 
polynomials f2(x : ) "  .[,(x~) of all bricks in S' vanish. Then (~,/32 . . . . . .  /3.) 
belongs to V. Evaluating the polynomials in (5.2) at this point shows that 
h(~,x2 . . . . .  xn) vanishes at every such point (/32 . . . . .  /3~). By the induction 
hypothesis, we conclude that h(~', x2 . . . . .  x~) belongs to the ideal of R[x: . . . . .  x~] 
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generated by the face polynomiHs f2(x2) . . . . .  f , (x , )  of the bricks in $'. Hence we 
may wri::~ 
h(~, x2 . . . . . .  x . )  = ~. ~,~(x2 . . . . .  x . ) f~(xg . . ,  f . (x . )  
,ES '  
with Ao(x2 . . . . .  xn)~ R[x2 . . . . .  '.,,]. Set 
1 
0(Xl, X2 . . . . .  Xn) = ~" ":'Y /Tx  ~a(X2 . . . . .  X , t ) f l (X l ) f2 (x2)  " " " fn (Xn)  
so that 0(~, x2 . . . . .  x.)  = h(~, x~ . . . . .  x.). Then the polynomials 
~(x~, ~2 . . . . .  x.) = (!;-  ~;~)(~'- ~'9" " " (~-  ~.)0(x,, x~ . . . . .  x.) 
and (x~ - (,a)(x~ - ~z) " " (xl - (,,. h(x l ,  x2 . . . . .  x , )  are equal when xl = ~. We claim 
that ~b(x~ . . . . .  x,~) a / .  For if aa  S', and has size a~ x a2x .  • • x a. then a ~ a ,  and 
hence d = (a, aa) is a proper d'~visor of a. Hence rank(d)<rank(a)= r. Now 
~-.1 ¢ -1  
by Lemma 5.2, and (~d_ 1)/(r_ 1 ) - - (~-a) (~-a2)  . . "  (~_ ~d-l) where a is a 
primitive dta root of unity. Bu~ since rank(d)< r, a, a 2 . . . . .  a d-~ are contained in 
the set {~, ~ . . . . .  ~',}, and therefore 
(g -  ~,)" ' " (g -  ~)e  ~i o)1c_ R ' 
f~(g) 
from which ,b(x~ . . . . .  x,) ~ I ~s claimed. 
We may no~ replace (x~- r~O. . . (x~- r~, )h (x~ . . . . .  x,,) in (5.2) by 
~b(x~ . . . . .  x,) + (x~ - ~)h'(x~ . . . . .  x,) where h'(x~ . . . . .  x,,) ~ R[x~ . . . . .  x,,]. 
Then 
f (x ,  . . . . .  x . )  = [g (x ,  . . . . .  x . )  + (x ,  - ~+ ,) . . . (x , -  g,,)4,(x, . . . . .  x.)] 
+ (x , -  ~) (x~-  g~+d""  (x ,  - ¢;~)h'(x, . . . . .  x . )  
which is a representation of f in the form (5.2) with the strictly larger sub~et 
{~', ~,+~ . . . . .  ¢~}. This completes the proof that a relation of the form (5.1) exists. 
To finish the proof of Lemma 5.3, we start with equation (5.1), and let 
(/32 . . . . .  /3,) be a point of C "-a at which all the face polynomials fz(x2) . . . . .  f , (x, ,)  
of all bricks in S vanish. Then V contains the line xz = 18~. . . . . .  x, =/3,, and so 
h(x~, . . . ,  x,,) vanishes identically on this line. Hence if h(x~, . . . ,  x,,) is written as 
a polynomial in x~ with coefficients in R[x~, . . . ,  x,,], all its ccefficients must 
vanish on the var ie ty  in C "-~ determined by the face polynomials 
f~(x2) . . . . .  f , (x , ) .  By induction, we may write 
h(x ,  . . . . .  x . )  = Y~ : , . (x,  . . . . .  x . ) fe (Xg  . . . f . (x . )  
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and thus : ~ : "~:  
. v L (x l )  
L (x l )h (x ,  . . . . .  x . )  = L, :--7""7, ~t.(xl . . . . .  x . ) f l (X l ) f2(x2)  " " " f.(x,,)~- I 
and then f(x~ . . . . .  x . )~  I, and the proof is complete. 
It remains to deduce Theorem 5.1. The first part follows immediately on taking 
R = C. For the second part, suppose f(x~ . . . . .  x.) ~ ~'[xl . . . . .  x.] and vanishes at 
every point of V. Then applying Lemma 5.3 with R = 7:[oj], we see that 
fIx~ . . . . .  x.) = Y. Xo(x l  . . . . .  x.)fi(Xl)... [.(x.) (5.3) 
dl¢~S 
with A.(xl . . . . .  x.)~7:[~o][x~ . . . . .  x.]. But ~[~o] is a free 7:-module with basis 
1,o~ . . . . .  co ~"~-l,  so every polynomial A(xl . . . . .  x.)~7:[o~][xl . . . . .  x.] may be 
written uniquely as 
,~-1  ~,i(xl . . . . .  x.)o~' where Ai(xl . . . . .  x . )~  7:[xl . . . . .  x.].  
i ~0 
Equating coefficients of 1, co, co 2 . . . . .  0o ''"~-~ in (5.3) gives a representation of
f (x l  . . . . .  x . )  as a linear combination of products f l (x l ) f2 (x2)" "  f . (x . )  with coeffi- 
cients in 2~[xl . . . . .  x.]. 
6. Conclusion 
Having obtained necessary and sufficient conditions for a region to be integrally 
packable with bricks, it would be interesting to know what extra condltions would 
guarantee the existence of a true packing. If the region is a box, then by Theorem 
2.1, it is enough that it should be sufficiently large. For an arbitrary region, we 
would again require that it should be sufficiently large, and that it should in some 
sense be free from awkward corners and narrow isthmuses where the bricks will 
not fit. However, these considerations alone are not sufficient for true packability 
as the following example shows: 
Let S consist of a 2 × 2 brick in II~ 2 and consider the region 
where the two vertical arms have odd width, all other lengths being even. By 
packing the large rectangle with positive bricks, and the shaded area with negative 
ones-, we obtain an integer packing of the region, but there is clearly no true 
packing, even though it may be arbitrarily large. Thus it seems that some kind of 
arithmetical condition on the widths of various parts of the region is required, but 
I am not even able to form a conjecture as to what it should be. 
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'.For theproblem oVparti~illy~pa~king a {arge.box:~with bricks~h0wever,' we do 
have aconsiderabie ~am6~t 0f  choice~ as to where weput  ~he holes, and! hence it~ 
seems reasonable toisuppse that ff~ by removing~ k cells from. the box; :we can pack 
the ~remainder integrally xvith bricks,~then by removingl a possibly' different' set of lc 
cel lswe should~be able~ to find ~ a~true packing of the remainder. Thus, to ealoulate.. 
the..wasted- :volume,!:one would, have~ to . detertrline how many,,cells :must bc  
removed in order, to satisfy the  variety :conditiofi~ We :state~ this formally as ,~ 
conjecture:~: ~.  •: .! ,.!: : ~ ~ ~ • : 
Conjeetare6,1.  Let S-be a f in i te  set of bricks~in'R% Then:there is a constant C 
such that the following is true for all boxes A with shortest'edge ~C:  
The wasted volume~in the best p0ssible packing of  A with bricks from S is 
equal: to.the smallest number.:of cel lswhich must be removed f rom A to leave a 
region which s~.tis~es the~ variety condition. ': : ~ . 
: It is difficult to p~. oduce evidence ~o support this-conjecture since there are very 
few cases in which the wasted volume is known for all sufficiently large boxes. The 
only general res~tts in th i s  direction are in [~2 when S consists of the two 
conjugates of an tn x n brick. The ease when m divides n was settled by Brualdi 
and Foregger [5], and the case of relatively prime ra, n was settled by the author 
[7]. We show tha~ the conjecture is true in this latter case. 
Consider first the case m = 1. Then the brick variety V~ is the set of points 
(x, y) such that x, y ~ {~, ~2 . . . .  ~"-~} where ~" is a primitive nth root of uni~ ~. If 
p, q i> ,, then the ~:~sted area for a p x q box is given by 
ab if a+b~n, 
A=A(p~q)= (n-a)(n-b) if a+b~n 
where a, b are the remainders on division of p, q by n, and the best possible 
packing is that ,:gven by Fig. 1(i) or (ii) as appropriate, with the shaded area 
empty. 
This was prowxt by Brualdi and F~regger [5] and independently by Singmaster. 
To show that at least A(p, q) cells must be removed to satisfy the variety 
condition, we introduce a colouring in the sense of [1]. Consider the diagram of 
Fig. 1(i) or (ii) as appropriate, and choose a diagonal line of cells which just misses 
I° p-a a - q-k q-b 
(i) a+b~n 
Fig. 1. 
Ib p-n I 
 n-bl 
b-n P-a I 
(ii) a+b>/n 
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a corner of the shaded rectangle. Call this diagonal, and every nth diagonai from 
it, 'special'. If we place the number 1 - n in the special cells, and the =lumber 1 in 
all others, extended over the whole plane, we obtain a colouring since a 1× n or 
n × 1 rectangle, wherever it is placed, will contain numbers umming to zero. 'The 
unshaded part of the diagram, being packable with bricks, must contain numbers 
summing to zero, while the shaded rectangle, since it has semi-perimeter ~<n, will 
lie between two special diagonals and thus contains numbers umming to A(p, q). 
The sum of all numbers in the p x q rectangle is therefore A(p, q~. But a region 
satisfying the variety condition is packable with positive and negative bricks, and 
therefore has zero sum. Hence at least A(p, q) cells must be removed in order to 
satisfy the variety condition. 
Now let S consist of the two conjugates of an m × ;~ brick where (m, n) = 1. If 
V,, Vm are the varieties corresponding to conjugate,~ o~ lx  n and 1 x m bricks 
rcspectively, it is easy to see that the variety of S is just the union V, U Vm. 
Hence, for integer packings, we have the interesting corollary that ~. region is 
packable with conjugates of an m x n brick if and only if it is simultaneo~Jsly 
packable with conjugates of 1 × n and I x m bricks. 
Let A(p, q), B(p, q) be the numbers of cells which must be removed from a 
large p × q box to satisfy the variety condition on V,, V,, rewectively. Then to 
satisfy the variety condition on V, U V,,, the number of cells removed must be at 
least max(A, B) and must also clearly be congruent o A (rood n) and to B 
(rood m). But it is shown in [7] that the wasted area is precisely equal to the 
smallest number R(p, q) satisfying these conditions, and the truth of Conjecture 
6.1 follows. 
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